Quantitative light and electron microscopic correlations of nuclear features in papillary thyroid and ovarian carcinomas.
The light microscopic (LM) and electron microscopic (EM) features of nuclear bodies and nucleoli were quantitatively compared in ten papillary carcinomas each of thyroid (PC-Thy) and ovarian (PC-Ovar) origins, along with eight nonthyroid, nonovarian papillary neoplasms from other organs (PN-Oth). In each neoplasm, 100 randomly selected nuclei were scored for the presence of characteristic nuclear bodies; these were defined at the LM level by the presence of a central density surrounded by a clear halo, which corresponded to four distinct quantifiable images at the EM level. Means (+/- standard deviations) of the nucleolar frequency factor, the nucleolar area and the computed total nucleolar area (the product of the nuclear frequency factor and the mean nucleolar area) were assessed for the EM images. The number of nuclear bodies was 11.9 +/- 10.7 for PC-Thy, 5.2 +/- 5.3 for PC-Ovar and 5.9 +/- 7.4 for PN-Oth; the means for PC-Thy and PC-Ovar were significantly different (P less than .03), as were the means for PC-Thy and PN-Oth (P less than .04). The nucleolar frequency factor was 0.60 +/- 0.19 for PC-Thy, 1.19 +/- 0.51 for PC-Ovar and 0.99 +/- 0.22 for PN-Oth; these means were significantly different for PC-Thy versus PC-Ovar (P less than .01) and for PC-Thy versus PN-Oth (P less than .001). The mean nucleolar area was 1.19 +/- 0.45 for PC-Thy, 1.91 +/- 0.92 for PC-Ovar and 1.94 +/- 0.76 for PN-Oth; the means were significantly different for PC-Thy and PC-Ovar (P less than .05) and for PC-Thy and PN-Oth (P less than .05). The computed total nucleolar area was 0.73 +/- 0.41 for PC-Thy, 2.17 +/- 1.09 for PC-Ovar and 1.94 +/- 1.00 for PN-Oth; these means were significantly different for PC-Thy versus PC-Ovar (P less than .001) and for PC-Thy versus PN-Oth (P less than .01). A comparison of the total number of nuclear bodies, as determined by both LM and EM, indicated a significant correlation for the PC-Ovar (P less than .01) and PN-Oth (P less than .001) groups using linear regression analysis.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)